Examples of past First Year Seminar Student Engagement Activities

Dr. John Neiva has taken his "Cultural Diversity and International Business" class to the National Constitution Center in order to explore the importance and value of diverse societies. Funds covered the cost of the bus and tickets to the NCC.

Dr. Diane Phillips utilized a site-visit to Lincoln Financial Field and Citizens Bank Park with students in her "People, Planet, Profit" FYS. The students explored sustainability in the context of a highly lucrative professional sports organization.

Dr. Julie McDonald taught "Food, Justice, and Sustainability" and utilized funds to expose students to the actual sustainable, fair trade, and socially conscious food products and techniques they were exploring in class.

Dr. David Carpenter used funds in his "Asian Spiritualities" FYS to provide students with access to meditation cushions and hosted a yoga instructor in the classroom.

Dr. Jo Alyson Parker took her “A.I. in Fiction, Fact, Film” class to see the play *The Hard Problem* at The Wilma Theater in Philadelphia.